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FURTHER GUIDANCE
This toolkit offers

AIM



What the Feedback team have learned on how to organize large
scale food waste catering from organizing Feeding the 5000s,
offering a way to segment the plan into different sections for you
to follow in organizing your catering plan



an overview
to check progress against – we
recommend using this throughout the process
Resources and example documents for you to use – to save time
recreating them.



The aim of this toolkit is to plan and agree on the menu and how food
will be processed, cooked and served from food collection to serving.
The catering plan is hugely important to feeding 5000 (or any amount of)
people and it can involve several layers of logistical planning. There are
so many layers of details which need to be firmed up ahead of the event,
our top tip is to make decisions as soon as possible.
This toolkit was developed for February 2017 with support from The
Rockefeller Foundation.

TIMING
2 months minimum

SECURE COORDINATORS/LEADS FOR
DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF CATERING ROLES


Within catering it is good to divide the roles up as it is a lot of
responsibility. We recommend the following:



The food sourcing coordinator – they work with the catering
coordinator but work on sourcing the donations, the logistics of food
collection and ideally work with the catering coordinators in the best
plan for the storage of the food.



A chef/ team who leads on the menu creation



A chef who acts as the spokesperson for the event in the media – ideally
the same chef who creates the menu.



A sous chef team who cooks the main meal – they should have
experience in large scale catering.



The Disco Chop coordinator who organizes the event where all the food
is prepared ahead of cooking.



The serving team and team lead who plans and executes the food
service operation on the day itself in the catering tent.



The catering coordinator! This person brings together all the elements
of the catering plan including the above roles, monitoring progress
and makes sure each team has all they need to get the job done. They
oversee the planning of this process and keep to schedule.

Food sourcing was led by a local partner, the Real Junk
Food Project Brighton. The coordinator of RJFP led the
sourcing (including gleaning). The Disco Chop, all
transportation of the food and the execution on the day
was led by Para. Para is a chef based in London who has a
pot big enough to feed 5000 people. Para brings his entire
team, all equipment and cooking ingredients such as oil,
salt etc. The serving team was led on the day by the
Feedback team and RJFP local organizers.

Food sourcing and gleaning was led by the lead partner
organization. The Disco Chop was held at a commercial
cooking facility – the Fork Food Lab – they lent us a lot of
equipment, use of the kitchen and storage space. We had a
separate head chef who decided the direction of the meal
and acted as a spokesperson for the event. The cooking of
the meal itself was led by the chef team of Fork Food Lab.
Serving was led by Fork Food Lab also.

Stage 1: Secure coordinators/leads for different aspects of catering
Read through the work plan and gain familiarity with the catering toolkit – assess what
resources you do not necessarily have access to.

2 months

Q.s for F5K team

Secure a lead for food sourcing – this could be you or someone else- meet to decide the
division of tasks if multiple people.

2 months

Secure the chef with a team of minimum 3 sous chefs per dish

2 months

Chef team

Recruit a Disco Chop/food processing coordinator to make the production schedule for this
event and lead the entire operation of preparing the food. They can/will work with you
closely throughout the catering plan process.

2 months

Disco Chop coordinator

Research food safety regulations, both online and through arranged conversations with
those who have experience in food surplus and food service catering, both outside and in
large scale kitchens.

7 weeks

Food safety plan

Arrange who will lead the serving team on the day, whether a catering partner organization
or someone with food experience.

7 weeks

Clear outline of their
responsibilities.

Confirm tent size and tables you can use to make an initial food service layout (see appendix
for example) and plan – project who could lead food service and how many volunteers you
will need. If you do not have the necessary requirements, beg/borrow/rent an adequate size
tent.

7 weeks

-Volunteer list
-Serving layout plan
-Plan for rental of
necessary tent etc. on
site.

Stage 2: Locations
Confirm location and date for Disco Chop, or the 'food processing party' where the food
(1000kg/2200lbs) or produce will be washed, chopped, prepped and boxed ready for the
chefs.
Coordinate with Disco Chop coordinator to make sure all of food will be prepared at this one
event
Arrange with partners a storage location for the food, if you are not storing all the food in a
refrigerated van
Visit the venues: where the food processing will happen and where the food will be cooked

7 weeks

Location, date and Disco
Chop details

7 week

Disco Chop event
production schedule.
Confirmed storage plan

Confirm serving layout and make diagram

6 weeks

Serving layout diagram

6 weeks
6 weeks

An excel for waste
management options
Equipment list

6 weeks

Equipment list

6 weeks

Equipment list

6 weeks

Equipment list – column
for secured or not

6 weeks
6 weeks

Stage 3: Equipment
Research waste management options for the Disco Chop and make sure there is a plan for the
composting of any food waste.
Confirm all equipment needed for food processing is at the venue where you will be food
processing/chopping/prepping. If not, make efforts to borrow/purchase/source it.
Confirm all equipment needed for cooking is at the cooking venue. If not, make efforts to
borrow/purchase/source it.
Confirm you have all the equipment needed to transport the food from the kitchen to the F5K
venue.
Confirm you have all the equipment needed to serve the meal on the day – see the equipment
list for on the day needs.
Stage 4: Food and Catering plan

Evaluate how much food you have confirmed to be collected and assess needs for F5K meal –
make a list as in the example in the appendix. - liaise with food sourcing coordinator.
Create transport plan for produce from collection to processing to cooking to venue – book
van and arrange for the collection and storage containers for food in liaison with food
sourcing coordinator – make a schedule with locations, timings and responsible parties and
contact details. Food sourcing coordinator may arrange this also.
Finalize catering plan and produce you will likely use in meal, including asking chef for menu,
recipe and timings for each/the dish- see the appendix for example recipes - liaise with the
food sourcing coordinator on this.
Make a comprehensive excel list checking the delivery and who is responsible for all
equipment.
Arrange waste management, including recycling and composting for the food preparation
party (see waste management in the Feeding the 5000 toolkit).
Re-evaluate how much food you have confirmed to be collected and assess needs for F5K
meal - food sourcing coordinator may arrange this also.

5 weeks

Arrange a driver for each collection and make a schedule with locations, timings and
responsible parties and contact details – food sourcing coordinator may arrange this also
Stage 5: Transportation and final logistics

3 weeks

Hire transport (likely a van) for the collection of the food - food sourcing coordinator may
arrange this also.

3 weeks

5 weeks

1 month

4 weeks
4 weeks
3 weeks

Food list cross-checked
against food needs
Transport plan and
event production
schedule
Catering plan
Menu
Recipes
A schedule for food
collection
Waste management
plan
Updated food quantities
list – see below for
example quantities list

Updated

transport plan and
event production
schedule

Consider how the food will be collected from location, defining what containers will be used
- food sourcing coordinator may arrange this also.

3 weeks

Updated
transport plan and
event production
schedule

Create a plan for the storage of the food until the Disco Chop - food sourcing coordinator
may arrange this also.

3 weeks

Updated
transport plan and
event production
schedule

Create a plan for the delivery of the food to the Disco Chop - food sourcing coordinator may
arrange this also.

3 weeks

Updated
transport plan and
event production
schedule

Create a logistical plan for the delivery of the meals to the site for the day itself. Work with
the food sourcing coordinator on this.

3 weeks

Updated transport plan
and event production
schedule

Meet with Disco Chop coordinator to check all on progress

3 weeks

Make an excel of all the equipment needed for the cooking demonstration, categorized
demo by demo, chef by chef. See below and the catering folder – F5K NYC – on the day
equipment as a guideline

3 weeks

Updated equipment list

Create a final plan for the collection of the food – send out to all relevant people.

2 weeks

Food collection plan

Consider how post Disco Chop the food will be stored until it is cooked by the chefs.

2 weeks

Update event
production schedule

Arrange a meeting/call with all stakeholders to confirm all aspects of the plan are confirmed
– you should run through the entire event production schedule.

2 weeks


Arranging the team of chefs and the head chefs to lead on the entire catering
operation is crucial to the event. This has worked a little differently for each
event however likely roles will include:





The head chef who acts as a spokesperson for the event and works to
create a menu
The team of sous chefs who lead the operation of cooking and
preparation up to the
moment the food is transported to the venue – kitchen manager
The sous chefs should work closely with the Disco Chop coordinator
who manages the disco chop from set-up to the moment chefs receive
the boxes of produce ready for cooking.

RECRUITING THE CHEF AND THE TEAM
When having initial conversations, and planning who will lead on this, it is best
to schedule a call to talk through:







What the event is about? – the story so far and what you’re aiming to
achieve
Why they would be a fantastic addition to the event
The current plan - what has been decided so far
Their ideal situation – what they can and would like to commit in terms
of time, involvement and role. Do they want to oversee the operation in
addition to the dish? Will they manage the kitchen team and logistics?
The creative side: make sure to emphasize that the event necessitates a
level of creativity and a willingness to work with produce you may not



have expected. What story would they like to tell?
You could get onto nitty gritty details such as - what ingredients will
you be working with? Any special equipment that might be needed?
Moving forward - what are the next steps and how can we secure their
involvement? What are the next details to confirm?

KITCHEN FACILITIES
Logically, we first approached two of the catering companies
working at the campus and they gave full cooperation to the event.
One of them provided storage space where we kept the produce
obtained. We chose a very nice venue at the campus and the
catering company working in that building agreed to give us their
kitchen and provide staff for Sunday. For this, the Facility
Management department allowed the building to be opened on
Sunday, and the safety officer advised on safety measures both in
the kitchen and the restaurant.
We were smart enough to visit the kitchen in advance – it turned out
not to be suitable for the cooking of such a large amount of food (as
normally the food is brought there from a central kitchen elsewhere
and meals are only assembled at the campus). We inquired in
various places that cook for students but their kitchens were
occupied at the time when we needed them.

Often, when you recruit a chef team, they can offer a kitchen also, which means saving money on equipment. However, if not researching local soup kitchens and
charities which offered cooked meals is a good place to start. Industrial cooking facilities such as a catering company, catering college or school could be appropriate.
Bear in mind the quantities you are cooking and speak with partners as to any ideas they might have. Ideally one of the partners will be able to offer a kitchen facility.

SENDING AN INITIAL EMAIL
Dear XXXX
I hope you're well. I wanted to bring you up to date with our plans in NYC, and to find out whether you would still be interested in being involved. I know you’re doing
so much in NYC this spring: so, you’re busy, but there may be synergies.
Feeding the 5000 NYC will take place in Union Square on May 10th, and DC on May 18th. This means we’ll feed 5000+ members of the public with food that otherwise
would have been wasted to raise awareness about the solutions to this global problem, challenge the industry to do more about solving it, and champion the work of
our coalition partners including the likes of City Harvest, NRDC, the James Beard Foundation, Grace Communications Foundation, the City’s Office of Sustainability, the
Rockefeller Foundation and several others.
We would be delighted to have you involved in the event in whatever capacity you see fit. Given your leadership on sustainability, we feel your involvement in the event
and the wider campaign would be incredible for the movement and with so much action on food waste in 2016, we feel this year will be hugely important for catalyzing
the movement on food waste. Though we have not gone live with the events yet, we will be doing so in the next week and wanted to scope out the possibility for your
involvement.
There is a variety of ways for you to take part and contribute to the event, as outlined in the attached document. These range from media opportunities in the run-up to
the event, cooking demonstrations on stage or helping design a dish.
If your involvement is a possibility, we'd love to set up a call this week between you and my colleagues to discuss (as I am currently away).
Warm Regards,
Dominika

Often, when you recruit a chef team, they can offer a kitchen also, which means saving money on equipment. However, if not, researching local soup kitchens and
charities which offered cooked meals is a good place to start. Industrial cooking facilities such as a catering company, catering college or school could be appropriate.
Bear in mind the quantities you are cooking and speak with partners as to any ideas they might have. Ideally one of the partners will be able to offer a kitchen facility.

SENDING AN INITIAL EMAIL
Dear XXXX
I hope you're well. I wanted to bring you up to date with our plans in NYC, and to find out whether you would still be interested in being involved. I know you’re doing
so much in NYC this spring: so, you’re busy, but there may be synergies.
Feeding the 5000 NYC will take place in Union Square on May 10th, and DC on May 18th. This means we’ll feed 5000+ members of the public with food that otherwise
would have been wasted to raise awareness about the solutions to this global problem, challenge the industry to do more about solving it, and champion the work of
our coalition partners including the likes of City Harvest, NRDC, the James Beard Foundation, Grace Communications Foundation, the City’s Office of Sustainability, the
Rockefeller Foundation and several others.
We would be delighted to have you involved in the event in whatever capacity you see fit. Given your leadership on sustainability, we feel your involvement in the event
and the wider campaign would be incredible for the movement and with so much action on food waste in 2016, we feel this year will be hugely important for catalyzing
the movement on food waste. Though we have not gone live with the events yet, we will be doing so in the next week and wanted to scope out the possibility for your
involvement.
There is a variety of ways for you to take part and contribute to the event, as outlined in the attached document. These range from media opportunities in the run-up to
the event, cooking demonstrations on stage or helping design a dish.
If your involvement is a possibility, we'd love to set up a call this week between you and my colleagues to discuss (as I am currently away).
Warm Regards,
Dominika

THE DECISION TO COOK ON OR OFF SITE; PROS AND CONS
Many of the below decisions are followed by the important decision to either cook onsite or off site. See below for pros and cons.

On-site cooking

Visual spectacle
It can be easier as you do not have to plan for the provision of transporting
hot meals.
In many European cities, a chef has arrived at 6am with one huge pot and
made a curry for 5000 people, accompanied by pakoras which are fried in one
large pan. There is little to plan for other than the burner and buying of a
large amount of gas.

Logistics
Must prep food off-site ahead of time, needing storage containers/food bags for all
produce to be transported to site.
Could require more food permits.
Limitations
Must consider local restrictions surrounding power – are you allowed to cook on a
public site? What type of fuel is allowed? Is open fire a possibility? – See food safety
regulations.

See the Advice from past organizers – London 2009 for advice on how we
have done it in the past.

Off-site cooking

Logistics
You will have more time to prepare and cook food.

Logistics
Model 1) Hot food transport

All the washing up and cleaning can be done in a kitchen facility.

For Feeding the 5000 NYC, this required sheet pans, lids and cambros to insulate the
food.

You can often make much more difficult (not one-pot) dishes because of the
extra equipment that is in facilities.
If you decide to transport the food hot, the chef will not have to arrive on site
early (could be 5am) to begin cooking, however they must arrange for the
food to be heated.

This also requires finding another kitchen to cook in – for advice, see the finding a
kitchen section
Model 2) Re-heating on site in large pots
This requires cooking significantly ahead of time to allow for cooling and refrigeration
and then transferal to containers. You then must plan for the heating of the food. Both
require expensive equipment and thorough planning.

This is a huge consideration and should be crucial to creating a budget. After
you have made an order for the rental of larger considerations such as the tents
and stages, you need to consider all the equipment you will need to make the
event happen. See the Basic Equipment Needs box below as an initial starting
point. The event manager should be able to confirm the details of this, leaving
you the catering coordinator to focus on the details of equipment.
We suggest dividing this up into various categories:









Gleaning
Food collection
Disco Chop party for volunteers
Other food preparation
Cooking
Transporting to the event venue
On-the-day serving requirements
Chef demonstrations

Tent

8m x 6m

Tables

14 (5 for serving, 5 for equipment, 4
contingency)

Dish for serving – generally a
chafing dish with inserts

8 (6 minimum, plus 2 for contingency)

Plate and cutlery for serving in
(we generally use sugarcane)

5500 (5000 plus 10% contingency)

As a plan for sourcing all the equipment we suggest:



Go through previous event equipment lists and take off anything you
do not need. Please refer to the entire equipment lists we have
compiled. Go through with the chef team to see if they have any
additional requirements. Submit the list you must check if they are
happy with what you intend to source.



From there, see what you will need to borrow, beg, and buy. Can the

Much of this can potentially be sourced from schools,
universities, catering colleges and cooking schools. You could
also try and borrow equipment from companies (for free).

Companies bought items, like 80 quart pots, knives and hotel
pans that they intended to buy months later because they
knew it would be helpful for the event. They then rented it to
us for half the price.

chefs lend you any of this equipment or is it included in their service?
We find it is helpful for partners to have a shopping list prior to the
event so that arrangements can be made.

LAST MINUTE ORDERS AND EQUIPMENT
NEEDS



Where possible, aim to borrow – it means less stuff and money saved.
Arrange for the collection of any borrowed materials – make sure it is
properly arranged on the terms of the kind person who is lending it out
to you. If you are struggling to find certain equipment, make calls and
ask partners. Asking around and having conversations is always helpful.



Price out the cost of buying or renting any other equipment needs.
Arrange for the rental of any equipment to be rented (including
payment, best quote, delivery location and timings) an example of this
kind of checklist can be found in the catering folder – see F5K NYC – on
the day equipment - as a guideline. This can also be found below in the
example catering plan for Feeding the 5000 NYC.

Inevitably, there will be things you need to source in the few days before at
short notice. For these items, we recommend restaurant supply stores, and
bulk order shops (for which you often need catering business or chef status
to acquire the membership to enter). While we do not recommend leaving
these orders to the last minute, do not panic. The likelihood is that you can
purchase any equipment or ingredients from these stores.



Note that some equipment could be reused for multiple events – the
food storage containers used for collection, could be utilized as Disco
Chop containers and then reused at the main meal. Note that you must
work with other teams such as the food sourcing team. See the Advice
from Past organizers on containers (right)



Any equipment that still hasn’t been sourced is likely to need
purchasing. Arrange for a volunteer to go to specific shops with a
detailed shopping list. Arrange for the taxi of the volunteer or delivery of
the items to a location.

“We were a little limited when it came to food storage.
Additional plastic containers would have been a benefit. There
was a lot of people fighting to use them. I would walk away for
10 seconds and find a container I had planned to serve the
next batch in had already been put to use!” (Head chef –
Steven Wilson).

it be hot? Furthermore, when specifying how the meal will be cooked see the appendix, specifically the savory sparCs torte recipe.

BUILDING A MENU


What produce you will be working with: it’s likely that the produce you
will have access to will be what’s in season – this can be a way to plan
when the event should be (as you are likely to have surplus when there
are periods of abundance) and to plan the menu and offer the chef a
prediction of the kinds of produce you will be working with. This is how
we worked out what our stew would look like for Feeding the 5000 Front
Range, Denver happening in October.



How many dishes to make: we suggest keeping the menu as simple as
possible. Having said this, we have had many successful events where
there have been multiple dishes served, such as Feeding the NYC where
we served three dishes. We have also had fantastic events where one
curry was served as in Feeding the 5000 DC. We advise at least one lead
chef per dish. See in the catering folder for the F5K NYC portions outline
for a breakdown of how we composed the dish.





Variety: don’t worry if you can’t find all the vegetables in the quantities
you desire– the types of produce have varied a lot at the different F5k
events and depending on the season. If there’s enough carbohydrates
with a combo of veg (around 1000kg/2200lbs of produce), you should
have a delicious meal. Do not collect hugely over this amount (unless
you have a plan).
Heating: Consider food safety regulations (below) when creating a menu
plan and what kinds of food you can serve – does it need to be hot? Can

For example recipes, a menu (where we served multiple dishes), catering plans,
please see the appendix:

‘’For a festival like Cannes, the target audience are the super-rich, those used
to dining out 7 days a week on high end gastronomy. Feeding 'en masse' is
always a challenge where prep heavy/ service light, dishes that can be easily
scaled are desirable.
We want the main dish to be fresh and tasty. The pakoras were perfect.
I think that some canapes would have gone down really well. We had a
strong team in the kitchen to be able to deliver higher end food with more
of a 'wow' factor. Volunteers would be excited to be making fancy food.
Canapes would be great to be giving to those in the queue as a precedent to
conversation. Canapes could also have been taken up and down the
promenade and distributed at strategic points, tactically getting the word
out there about the banquet will tantalizing little tasters.’’ (Steven Wilson –
head chef)

For a curry/stew for 5000 people, you will need 1000kg/2200lbs of raw produce.
This will amount to 7lbs of produce, which is supplemented by other ingredients
and water if you are making a delicious soup. You need to decide what portion
size you want to serve. It has ranged from 9oz to 14oz, so the produce you
collect will be supplemented by carbohydrates ideally.
In the US, we have served a 9oz portion meal, which is considered standard. 9oz
x 5000 = 45,000oz/2812.5 lbs all together. Ensure that no food is wasted.
Though you may encounter problems with sourcing food at the start, we often
have an abundance of food available at the end.
It is an important to ensure that a plan is made for food to be redistributed at
the end. Do not be overconfident in your ability to serve all 5000 meals on site
(see the document ‘Feeding the 5000: an overview’, specifically the dates and
location factors which could lead to less meals being served. Consider food
safety regulations when creating a plan B for the meals. Feeding the 5000 teams
have previously used one van to take 1000 meals in containers to be served at
food bank agencies.
See below for the food quantity table for the Feeding the 5000 NYC

This Photo displays how we served food for Feeding the Hudson
Valley.

Savory Tart

F5K

2500

5000 x 3oz half portions

pastry boxes

pastry boxes

1

Savory Tart

City Harvest
charities

2500

5000 x 3oz half portions

pastry boxes

pastry boxes

1

subtotal portions =

5000

total oz. =

30,000

Pickle

F5K

2500

5000 x 3oz half portions

buckets

buckets

1

Pickle

City Harvest
charities

2500

5000 x 3oz half portions

buckets

buckets

1

subtotal portions =

5000

total oz. =

30,000

Ratatouille

F5K

2500

5000 x 3oz half portions

hotel pans

cambros

2

Ratatouille

City Harvest
charities

2500

5000 x 3oz half portions

aluminum tins

cambros

2

subtotal portions =

5000

total oz. =

30,000

*this totaled a 9oz portion

TOTAL PORTIONS

10,000

*9 oz. portions

Research into local regulations months ahead to see what could restrict the food
service at the event. In some areas of Europe, regulations are more relaxed in
terms of redistributing food after it has been heated. In some areas of the US,
heated food must be served within four hours or disposed of. This was the
requirement we had for Feeding the 5000 DC and NYC. We made a contingency
plan for food that we predicted would not be served to be picked up and
redistributed to agencies within the time frame. Regarding a minimum
temperature requirement, food either had to be chilled or kept hot consistently
to be redistributed so please check on local regulations for this also.
Another consideration is power – when considering powering the heating of
food onsite, you need to consider that some countries have regulations on gas
power, requiring cages, smaller bottles to be used and the gas to be delivered at
a time when fewer people were on site (as in Feeding the 5000 Paris). Other
places could not have open flame and thus needed electric stoves (as in Feeding
the 5000 NYC). Other obstacles we have encountered were needing to heart by
flame outside and not under a covered area – this meant that we negotiated
where the pan was for Feeding the 5000 Milan. See the Tips and advice from
London 2009 for guidance on how it has been done in the past.
Research the limitations early on to create options and negotiate these rules
where possible. In Milan, we could not have the pot covered by the tent so we
placed half of the pot outside and tent and the other half inside.

To be adapted according to what food is available:
Potatoes 300KG
Rice
Cauliflower
Carrots 100KG
Peas
Tomatoes
Cabbage 80KG
Courgettes
Coriander
Daal/Lentils
Butter

120KG
150KG
100KG
80KG
15KG
80kg (optional)
80KG
7KG

It does not need much - an open space and running water are the basics.
Please see the Disco Chop template for a:
Our chef Para, who has catered in the UK and Europe, usually beings cooking at
5am on the day itself for a 12pm serve. If cooking multiple dishes, we
recommend at least 7/8 hours for each one, however this is predicated on
having industrial sized equipment.

FOOD PREPARATION - THE DISCO CHOP
A Disco Chop is an event where people come together to communally chop and
cook a meal. It started in Germany and one of the key principles is that it is free
and open to everyone. This global movement celebrates delicious solutions to
food waste, encouraging volunteers to come along and chop to the beat,
creating amazing meals from surplus food that would have otherwise been
wasted. The meal is eaten together followed by some disco dancing.
Learn a bit more here.
See here for a video on how to organize a Disco Chop
For larger scale events, such as Feeding the 5000, the Disco Chop format is a
perfect way to separately organize the food preparation. This includes tasks such
as washing, peeling, and chopping the veg.
is another great opportunity to





Get media attention,
Enlist enthusiastic volunteers
Reach out to local communities
Showcase great spaces.





Run-through of the day
A list of equipment needed
Advised division of roles




Some important things to know




Under 8’s should be supervised by a parent



Volunteers should be directed as to the size of each
vegetables when chopping – irregularity could make
the meal less tasty and hard to cook



You always want more volunteers to help, but they
should be managed by an inner core team of
volunteers overseeing the new volunteers. The
structure should be comprised of the head chef, the
disco chop coordinators, and the inner core volunteer
team leading the new volunteers.

It takes around 4-5 hours to chop enough food for
5000 people with around 30 volunteers
It’s important to source equipment like aprons, gloves,
a first aid kit, plus many containers for washing, storing
and transporting vegetables.

See below for a work plan for organizing a small-scale chopping event. This can be adapted to be part of a larger-scale event (as the preparation party) or made into an
event in its own right. Please note additionally that these timelines are for guidance only. While it is always better to plan ahead (especially for a large-scale event), the
below markers can be adapted to your local situation.

Assign a Disco Chop coordinator.

7 weeks

1 week

They will likely work closely with/could be the
volunteer coordinator.

One-pager on Disco Soup – can be taken from
this doc.

Read through the work plan, adjusting to
your local situation and familiarize
yourself with the documents.

7 weeks

2 hours

Liaise with/enlist a food-sourcing
coordinator to decide date and plan for
catering.

6 weeks

4 hours
(allowing for
back and forth)

E.g. when does food need to be ready and where
does it need to end up?

Secured date.

Assign a chef to lead the food preparation
on the day.

5 weeks

1 day (allowing
for back and
forth)

Ideally, this will be the chef directing the dish who
can offer details such as preferred size of chopped
vegetable.

Organize a meeting to update on current
progress and pull in interested parties to
take responsibilities.

5 weeks

2 hours

Decide a location for the Disco Chop.

5 weeks

1 week
(allowing for
back and forth
– assuming no
background
networks)

Preferably the venue has catering facilities and
equipment; however, all you need is space, access
to tables and chairs, an easy-to-reach location (for
volunteers) and running water. Done in liaison/by
the catering coordinator – ideally the same location
where food will be cooked but not necessarily.

We advise setting up a wash station so people can
do their own dishes and help with the pans/other
washing. 1) Fill two boxes (1 with soapy water, the
other only water). 2) Using signs, make one a
washing station, the other a rinsing station. 3) Once
the washing water gets dirty in the washing station,
drain it away, and add soap to the rinsing station
box (thus making it the washing station), fill the
empty container with only water and start again!
(This saves water and makes for quicker washing
up).

An equipment list of things that you will need
(see run through template for list of needs

Create a waste management plan

5 weeks

2 days (allowing for
back and forth)

Based on the facilities the venue already has,
arrange for all food waste to be composted, and
other waste streams to be arranged, such as
recycling and garbage.

A concrete waste-management plan and hiring
a company if necessary – including a contract
with said company.

Plan for sourcing all equipment needed

4 weeks

3 days

Enlist DJ, social media reps,
photographer, etc.

4 weeks

2 days (allowing for
back and forth)

If you can get a PA system and good microphones
set up, make regular announcements – one to begin
chopping, one to give an ETA for food, one to ask
for help setting down, etc.

Have sound system plan or at least a plan for
music.

Make a Facebook event and begin
promotion

4 weeks

2 hours

See the draft Facebook event text and see previous
events for examples of the marketing style.

Facebook and website event; promotion plan
and social media, web and physical outreach.

Assign volunteers

3-4
weeks

Half-day

Review the run-through document which has a list
of potential roles and the approximate number of
hands needed on each area.

Emails to volunteers and partners – see
volunteer toolkit and communications folder.
Input into the run-through template who is
leading on each role (all required roles first)
then make a sheet of all contact details for each
role to share with other organizers of the Disco
Chop.

If this is an event to prep for a bigger
event and you want to keep most of the
food back, you want to serve the
volunteers food. If serving food, make
plan for catering, sourcing, or feeding
volunteers.

3-4
weeks

Reach out to local cafes, partners who could offer
this in-kind or arrange for some of the sourced food
to go towards this.

Example of food for volunteers from another
Disco Soup.

Make a production schedule for the
event.

3 weeks

2 hours

You want to have the set-up scheduled, as in
the above picture, so that volunteers can begin
chopping ASAP.
A production schedule for the event – see the
run-through template for an example. Make
sure to include take-down and clean-up
operations.

Check in with food sourcing coordinator
as to the delivery plan for food.

3 weeks

3 hours

Updated schedule for run-through of event.

Remember to arrange volunteers for the unloading
of food prior to the event start.

If having craft activities at the event,
arrange for the materials necessary to be
present.

3 weeks

Continued promotion.

3 weeks

4 hours
Aim to get workshop leaders to lead on this.

1.5 hours per week

Note: schedule tweets and regular Facebook posts
at the start of the week.

Several posts by many partners and people.

Ensure at least 25% more people than you need
are signed up to the Facebook events (1 every
day or other day).

Regular tweets on the event (can be 2-3 per
day), see the featured example for inspiration.

Check in as to how many confirmed
volunteers there are for each task.

3 weeks

1 hour

Set up a sign-in area on the day, and
prepare a welcome briefing to all who
attend.

1 week

1 hour

Look through run-through template and update
event schedule.

 See the serving tent layout document for examples of the stations for both
Feeding the 5000 NYC and DC.
For these tasks, we would suggest working with the food sourcing coordinator.

FOOD SERVICE
When considering food service, confirm the tent size and number of tables at
your disposal. This will allow you to make a serving layout and plan for food
service on the day. Please consider the below notes whilst reviewing the
document ‘Food Service layout v3’ also pictured in the Appendix. Furthermore,
please review the glossary guide for explanation, images and further advice on
the utility and procs and cons of various serving options within food service.
Setting up
 In Feeding the 5000 Paris, we used a tent of 6m x 8m –which we would advise
is the minimum space you need.
 Three sides of the tent are often closed for the safety of attendees and to
keep the operation smooth
 We advise if the cooking pot is on site, make visible but keep barriers on open
side.
 The row of equipment tables at the back offers a place to hold the containers
with all the food in it, while the front row has the serving dishes. In F5K NYC,
pickle buckets and cambros were kept here to be transferred to the respective
serving dishes: bowls and chafing dishes.
 An intermediary row of tables/one table in between serving and
equipment/storage can act as a refill point for the serving dishes
 We recommend at least 6 serving stations, however less could work also.

‘’The most common question from volunteers, journalists
and punters during and after the event was 'how many
people did we feed?' I think it would be a great use of
resources to have a count taking place. Either just
someone with a clicker or even better, a clicker linked up
to a projector that goes up as each meal is served. This
would make a great visual to entice people down and for
photography. When I was a kid I used to really enjoy going
to the shoe shop where I received a little number and
waited for the ticker to get to my number! I can imagine it
getting people really excited about being 'one of the five
thousand' and getting out there to tell other people so
that collectively we can help to get that number where we
want it to be!’’ (Steven Wilson – head Chef at Feeding the
5000 Cannes)



Try to source barricades for free. They should cover the entire length
of the open side of the tent and beyond; the queue should be directed
to be a long line which passers-by can see from afar (enticing them to
join the queue), or if space is limited, the creation of a coiling S type of
configuration queue is recommended. Where possible the queue
should be able to watch the stage. See the site plans folder for the





‘F5K NYC - site plan Final - serving layout reference’ to see an example
of this configuration. Allow 5-10 volunteers to monitor and direct this
queue.
The queue should be planned and the lead on the serving operation can
direct the volunteers as to their task in guiding the attendees, prior to
the event starting to avoid chaotic crowding.
By the barriers and at strategic points in the queue should be line
steward volunteers, which can be seen on the layout.

THE SERVING TEAM


We advise having a lead coordinate this, ideally someone with catering
experience.



We advise one volunteer per dish, sometimes 2 – one to hold plate,
other to dish up meal

VOLUNTEER SERVING TEAM


Generally, 20 volunteers are good. However, note that you do not want
this tent to be too busy. Everyone present should have a clear role.



Note - there can also be regulations around how many people can be in
the tent at any one time and how many of the serving team need a food
safety qualification of some sort. Bear this in mind when planning the
serving set up.



In terms of supervision, this varies according to regulations; it could be
necessary that there is food handler permit holders supervising the
chopping and serving, along with volunteer team leaders who direct
teams on the day.



Try not to have any volunteers switch tasks or leave the serving time

during peak serving time (lunch time peak service is 12-2pm) as this
creates less organized serving and requires new people to be briefed
which can create queues and unhappy attendees.



Don’t serve too fast: you want a bit of a queue as an advertisement of
the event!

THE SPECTACLE COOKING POT


If you can cook on-site make the cooking pot visible to people.
However, read advice for issues of both cooking on-site and powering
the pot by flame and appropriates covering (ceiling roof or not) etc.
You may not want the cooking pot within the serving tent but visible
somewhere else on the venue as was done for Feeding the 5000 DC.

SERVING EQUIPMENT


See the appendix for an equipment list for the serving tent and on the
day needs.




Serving equipment
See the appendix for an equipment list for the serving tent and on the

Serving needs for the
main meal
Cambros 300 mpc

Used to keep dishes of heated food hot

Expensive to buy

To see the product spec for a 300 mpc, see here:
http://bit.ly/2hvgGAO
To find out more, see the cambro product guide here:
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/Insulated%20Transport%20Guide%20(1).pdf

Disposable
aluminum pan

Gastro dish used for keeping food hot, can be
transferred into cambros and chafing dishes

Make sure to get gastro norm
(meaning a specific measurement
which fits into most catering
appliances). Lids are likely to be
needed also. These can fit in
cambros, however double check the
specifications will correspond and the
pans you are ordering will fit.

http://bit.ly/2grXXB1

Chafing dishes

Used to heat food in catering

Can be rented or purchased relatively
cheaply. Can be electric or powered
by gel chafing fuel canisters.

http://bit.ly/2hl8IJO

Chafing dish
inserts/gastro
norms/hotel pans

Can be inserted into chafing dishes for heating or put
straight into cambros.

Make sure to check whether full or
half size and the depth of the dishcheck specifications.

http://bit.ly/2hlur1n

Gel chafing fuel

Used to power chafing dishes and keep food hot.

Bear in mind you need spares in case
some do not work, plus you need
lighters to start burning them.
Account for the fact that some last 2
or 4 hours, and factor in how long
your event is. Make sure to do the
math for how many you need!

http://bit.ly/2gs56RK

Disposable aprons

Price effective way of ensuring safe and clean serving.

Less visually appealing.

http://bit.ly/2hlmBoN

Janitor/blue tissue
roll

Necessary to keep services area clean.

Buy 5 rolls minimum.

http://bit.ly/2gs5Fej

Wipeable vinyl table
linens/cloth

PVC coated tablecloth which keeps tables safe from
damage at both chop/processing stations and in the
serving tent.

Make sure to have 30cm overhang on each end (or
buy as one roll to cover multiple tables). Make sure
to calculate how many feet/yards/meters you need
for all the tables in the chopping party, the F5K meal
and the stage cooking demonstration table.

http://bit.ly/2hfeZq2

Proofer cabinet

Used to transport sheets and pans of food.

Can be expensive, however a safe way to transport
food. Consider how they will be transported in a
truck without moving - bungees have been
suggested in the past.

http://bit.ly/2hErYhR

Butane burner

Used for cooking demonstrations on stage.

An alternative to electric.

http://bit.ly/2hlsrGw

Butane fuel inserts
for a butane burner
(tabletop)

Used for cooking demonstrations on stage.

Can be inserted at side of burner as fuel.

http://bit.ly/2hfgRPB

Electric burner

Used for cooking demonstrations on stage.

Needs power supply.

http://bit.ly/2hlsrGw

http://www.oilclothbytheyard.com/collections/gingham

Cooking
Demonstration

For Feeding the 5000 NYC, we served 3 dishes; ratatouille, savory tart and a pickle – here is some more information on the catering plan for each dish:

Ratatouille

2 DAYS BEFORE
-Gleaning on a farm in Vermont. Vehicle 1 brings spinach to Holy Apostles soup
kitchen 11-5pm
-Vehicle 2 delivers vegetables 9am-12pm from wholesale market
1 DAY BEFORE
-Vehicle 2 delivers vegetables 9am-10pm from wholesale market
-Disco Chop washes, chop and preps ratatouille vegetables from 11-4pm at Holy
Apostles
-Soup kitchen partner Holy Apostles cooks the ratatouille from 4pm-11pm and stores
chilled in trays overnight
DAY OF
-Soup kitchen re-heats ratatouille 3-8 am, places dish into aluminum trays and then
inserts trays into cambros to keep warm
-Cambros are loaded onto the van (Vehicle 2) and transported to Union Square
-Van with cambros (Vehicle 2) arrives at Union square, cambros are unloaded and trays
removed as serving stations need more trays to serve attendees.

Carrots, spinach, potatoes,
turnips, canned tomatoes,
seasoning

Pickle

2 DAYS BEFORE
-Vehicle 3 delivers vegetables 9am-12pm from wholesale market

Apples, celery, carrots,
vinegar

-11-7 pm team of 10-15 volunteers and some of catering team staff coordinate the
washing, chopping and cooking of the vegetables in addition to its pickling and
placement into plastic buckets for storage
1 DAY BEFORE
-Vehicle 2 delivers vegetables 9am-12pm from wholesale market
-11-7pm team of 10-15 volunteers and some of catering team staff coordinate the
washing, chopping and cooking of the vegetables in addition to its pickling and
placement into plastic buckets for storage. Preparation is complete
DAY OF
-Vehicle 3 is loaded up with the buckets of pickle and taken to Union Square 7-8:30am
-Vehicle 3 is unloaded at Union Square and pickle is transferred from buckets into
serving bowls as serving stations need more trays to serve attendees

Here our amazing volunteers with Great Performances
catering staff can be seen with the buckets of pickle ready to
be stored.

Savory
tart

2 DAYS BEFORE
-Vehicle 3 delivers vegetables 9am-12pm from wholesale market

With egg, flour and
seasoning, we used mixed
vegetables

-11-7pm team of 10-15 volunteers and some of catering team staff coordinate the
washing, chopping and cooking of the vegetables.
1 DAY BEFORE
-Vehicle 2 delivers vegetables 9am-12pm from wholesale market
-11-7pm team of 10-15 volunteers and some of catering team staff coordinate the
washing, chopping and cooking of the vegetables into the tart. It is cooked on trays and
transferred into pastry boxes for transportation and kept in storage overnight

Often, they are delivered in pallets stacked up as in this
picture – make sure to check the vegetables when picking
them up

DAY OF
-Vehicle 3 is loaded up with the tart in addition to the buckets of pickle and taken to
union square 7-8:30am
-Vehicle 3 is unloaded at Union Square and tart pastry boxes are transferred to serving
tent

Pastry boxes

Note Sodexo lent us equipment and offered volunteers for the operation as an in-kind donation to the event.

Sodexo Equipment

The Day:

20 x chafing dish + fuel

7.30am: Hobs arrive to get checked over with Fire Brigade

20 x chafing dish inserts

8.45am: Lisa and Jenny arrive on site

20 x 10 oz. ladles

9.00am: Delivery of Sodexo Catering Equipment to North Terrace Food Serving tent by Thomas

2 x 7 oz. ladles

9.30am: Volunteers start arriving

2 x stirring paddles

10.45am: Delivery of curry and rice by Harry

20 x black spoons

12-2pm: Public
9.30am: Volunteers arrive and assist as needed with setting up equipment. Lisa and Jenny leaders in serving area set up.
10.45am: Food handling and hygiene briefing from FareShare
10.55am: Lisa briefing volunteers on serving practice including efficient service information etc.
12 noon: Main event starts… serving begins
2-3pm: Clean up: leader to ensure area is left tidy. Leader to ensure that all Sodexo catering equipment is collected, using Sodexo’s delivery sheet checklist. Dispose
of gloves in general waste bin, not in bins for biodegradable waste
2.30pm: At least 3 waste clearers will come to help in serving tent clear up

POSTIONS FOR SERVING TENT

2 coordinators – Lisa and Jenny
Server per chaffing dish = 6 rice servers, 6 curry servers and 4 in between to pass forward rice filled bowls forward.
Chaffing dish re-fillers = 6 in total (2 per chaffing dish)
Fork givers at end of queue = 3 in total
Large pot stirrers = 3
= 30 PEOPLE

Serving will proceed as follows:



At the back of the tent, gas stoves with very large cooking pots keeping curry hot. 3 people will oversee stirring the curry all the time to prevent it sticking to
the bottom. It is critical that curry does not stick to the bottom.





Beside the gas stoves there will be trestle tables to put the serving dishes on while refilling them from the large pots using the LARGE ladles.



The chafing dishes should be placed 6 inches from the servers’ edge of the table, and should be positioned ‘perpendicular’ to the long end of the table: i.e.
the narrow end faces the server.



Especially on the back-rice tables: there should be 30cm/1ft space between each chafing dish where a pile of palm leaf plates should be positioned for
serving.



The bowls should be filled with rice then passed forward to the front row to add curry and served.

Along the front of the marquee will be 6 x 1.8m trestle tables for serving the curry bowls and behind a row of tables for the rice.
The lines of tables will have “chafing dishes” (serving trays with fuel candles keeping food hot) = total 20 chafing dishes (each measuring 53 x 36 x 33cm) - 8
for front line with curry and 8 for back line with rice and 4 for refilling.

We gave the below setting up instructions for volunteers using chafing dishes
The chafing dishes operate as follows. See also the detailed chafing dish instructions issued to FareShare for each serving volunteer:
Parts

1. Base frame
2. Base water tank
3. Lid
4. Tray insert for food product



5. Sterno Fuel 2 per unit Each chafing dish has a spare ‘insert’ i.e. the tray you put the food in to keep warm, capacity 8 liters each. In time for the start of
serving at 12 noon, these empty inserts are taken to the curry pan and filled using the Sodexo ‘large ladles’. They are then carried immediately to the serving
trestle tables and placed in the hot water. The lid is placed over the food until serving commences.



Each chafing dish is supplied with Sodexo heat-proof nylon serving spoons and a palm leaf plate positioned between the server and the chafing dish to put
the spoon down on while the dish is being re-filled.



1 server per chafing dish (total 13), filling plates and pushing the filled plate forward to the front of the serving table for ‘customers’ to pick up and walk
away.



For every two or three chafing dishes; one person behind the servers, constantly keeping them supplied by taking away empty chafing dish inserts and
refilling them from the curry pan; supplying new loaves of bread, palm leaf plates and wooden forks/spoons.



The key to rapid serving is for the stewards to tell people, who are approaching from the side of the serving area, to move on to pick up the filled plates
in the middle and far ends of the serving table. Otherwise people will have the instinct to stay behind the person in front of them in the queue and treat
the serving trestles as an ordinary buffet that people walk all the way along picking up a selection of several different dishes.

Set up: At 9.00 AM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Make sure unit is placed on stable level surface
Remove food tray, Remove lid.
Fill Base tank with minimum 4lts warm water.
Remove the lids from 2 Sterno fuel (retain lids for after use and to put out) place under water tank equal distance apart and ignite.
Replace food tray or set to one side to be filled with food before replacing as instructed.

6.

Replace Chafing dish lid.

Serving: 12.00-2.00pm
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remove Chafing dish lid place somewhere safe.
Use heat proof serving equipment to serve (Sodexo heat-proof nylon serving spoons).
To replenish food, lift out food tray carefully and replace.
CHECK water tank has not run dry, top up as required: water for this should be kept nearby in case needed!

End this equipment is very hot: 2.00-3.00pm







Lift out Sterno Fuel put out. Replace lid.
Remove lid, remove food tray dispose of food as instructed.
Lift out water tank dispose of water as instructed.
Replace water tank.
Place lid upside down in water tank.
Place empty food tray in lid.

Generic Catering - Tent Needs
Serving Tent - Dish needs

Paper Towel Rolls

All

24

pastry boxes

Savory Tart

30

Sani-Wipes

All

4 x 100

gloves

Savory Tart

200

Aprons

All

50

Film black Plastic 18" x 2000"

Savory Tart

3

Side Towels (purple)

All

50

Foil Aluminum Standard 18 x 500

Savory Tart

3

Water jugs (2l or 35 f oz.)

All

20

buckets

Pickle

50

Table cloth

All

5

serving bowl

Pickle

12

latex gloves (for serving)

All

300

colander spoons

Pickle

15

hairnets

All

200

hotel pans 4" (for 15,000oz)

Ratatouille

40

aprons

All

40

4” deep hotel pans

Ratatouille

100

Tissue roll - commercial size

All

15

long reach butane lighters

Ratatouille

5

Dishcloths

All

50

small ladle (3oz) (metal)

Ratatouille

15

washing up containers -

All

4

Jugs

Ratatouille

7

washing up liquid

All

3l

Cambros 300 mpc

Ratatouille

9

hand sanitizer

All

1l

Chafing dish

Ratatouille

8

Chafing dish insert (full)

Ratatouille

8

25
septembr
e matin

Primever
6 avenue de Bourgogne
BAT 02 FRUILEG 558
94581 RUNGIS
Tel: 01.56.34.15.20

Patrick

200 kg

Cucumber

20 boxes, 10 kg each

Solaal

25
septembr
e matin

Primever
6 avenue de Bourgogne
BAT 02 FRUILEG 558
94581 RUNGIS
Tel: 01.56.34.15.20

Patrick

168 kg

Eggplants

24 boxes, 7kg each

Solaal

25
septembr
e matin

Primever
6 avenue de Bourgogne
BAT 02 FRUILEG 558
94581 RUNGIS
Tel: 01.56.34.15.20

Patrick

300 kg

Beetroots

30 boxes, 10 kg each

Solaal

25
septembr
e matin

Primever
6 avenue de Bourgogne
BAT 02 FRUILEG 558
94581 RUNGIS
Tel: 01.56.34.15.20

Patrick

300 kg

Carotts

Attente
réponse

Les Halles Trottemant

Patrick

?

Passer
quand on
est à
Rungis
pour voir
ce qu'ils
ont

Dynamis?

Patrick

?

Divers

Attente
réponse

Les Vergers St Eustache?

Patrick

24
septembr
e matin

Ferme de Cravençon
Chaudun

Elodie

500 kg

Potatoes

25
septembr
e matin

Différents supermarchés du Val de
Marne

Marine + 1
bénévole avec
voiture si
posisble

???

Divers

30 boxes, 10 kg each

Solaal

Elodie

GLEANING Crates needed

Solaal

Marine

500 kg

Potatoes

Cagettes plastiques 45

300

120

80

0

0

500

300 kg

Beetroots

30 boxes, 10 kg each

130

80

80

10

0

300

300 kg

Carotts

30 boxes, 10 kg each

200

0

40

40

20

300

168 kg

Eggplants

24 boxes, 7kg each

168

0

0

0

0

168

300kg

Tomates

Cagettes?

140

0

50

60

50

300

200 kg

Cucumber

20 boxes, 10 kg each

0

40

40

60

60

200

Divers
supermarché

?
TOTAL

0
938

240

290

170

130

This has since been replicated for Feeding the 5000 in Front Range and Washington DC.

Please see the below for examples recipes. These include recipes for one dish within several served at one event, as in the SparCs torte recipe found below, cooked for
Feeding the 5000 NYC, or for one-pot wonders, such as Feeding the 5000 London vegetable curry. It also includes how to scale up these recipes, and then a menu which
we created for Feeding the 5000 Cannes.

Method
One sheet tray = 32 Portions. To find out more about SparCs, read here

Preheat oven to 400 degrees F, line sheet trays with parchment

Tart

Coat parchment with olive oil

Water
157.5 gallons
Oil
10 gallons
Chickpea flour
315 lbs.
AP flour
945 lbs.
Baking powder 40 cups
Salt
40 cups

Top with a single layer of sparCs, season with salt

Mix together dry vegetable blend, eggs, water, and oil
Mix together chickpea flour, ap flour, baking powder and salt
Using a pitcher, as soon as the vegetables are roasted, and the pan is hot.

Yoghurt Sauce
Greek yoghurt
Dry vegetable blend
Olive oil
SparCs
Salt
Dry vegetable blend
Eggs

Roast the sparks for 15 minutes, or until soft and lightly browned

315 lbs.
40 cups
3 gallons
1260 lbs.
19.5 cups
315 lbs.
1010

Carefully pour the batter over the vegetables so they are evenly coated.
Should be a 1.25 gallons of batter per sheet tray
Bake the torte at 350 degrees for about 30-40 minutes
Mix the yogurt and 2 tablespoons of veg blend together.
Serve a portion of torte with a tablespoon of yogurt sauce







Please note that this can be flexible depending on season.
More than 1 ton of food is needed for the curry that includes a mix of veg,
rice/potatoes and ideally also pulses, but not essential.
Don’t worry if you can’t find all the vegetables in the quantities detailed below–
these have varied a lot at the different F5k events and depending on the season.
If there’s enough rice, pulses and a combo of veg (veg amounting to around
1000kg/2200lbs) it is possible to make a wonderful curry!
Cream, yoghurt, canned tomatoes, tomato paste, anything considered.
No onions, garlic, mushrooms, processed foods, eggs, meat
Version 2








The following is a wish list for 5000 meals
Potatoes 20kg bags (44lbs) 25.
carrots 20 bags (44lbs)
other veg 20 bags (44lbs)
rice 20kg bags (44lbs) 5
lentils 20kg bag (44lbs)

chickpeas 20kg (44lbs)
tomatoes 100kg (220lbs)
butter 20kg (44lbs)
salt 7kg (15lbs)
Coriander cream yoghurt peas tomato cans tomato paste anything
considered. No onions, garlic, mushrooms, processed foods, eggs,
meat.

Ingredients

At this event, we served a selection of salads and pakoras all prepared on site,
due to the hot weather. The potatoes were cooked the evening before:





Potato salad
Tomato salad with herbs
Green salad with vinaigrette
Pakora- made using courgettes and aubergines.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup of vegan sour cream (I prepare a cashew based one from
scratch)
¼c grated fresh horseradish root (Save greens for simple salad)
1 Tbsp stoneground mustard
1 tsp white wine vinegar
1 tsp pink Himalayan sea salt
¼ tsp freshly ground lemon pepper
Juice of ½ lemon

Method

Made for Feeding the 5000 NYC. Fried Tomatoes with Fresh Horseradish
Cream Sauce & A Simple Horseradish Greens Salad
From Chef Jeneé Grannum of Slow Food NYC’s Ujima:

“Highlighting the horseradish grown in Gary Oppenheimer’s (Ample Harvest)
garden, I decided to whip up some fried tomatoes with a horseradish cream
sauce and a simple salad featuring horseradish greens. I hope this dish will
highlight how to ‘make the best with what you've got!’ Traditionally, fried”

Vegan horseradish cream sauce (makes 1¼cups)

Combine/whisk all ingredients together a couple of hours before
serving or overnight to let the flavors marry. (*Recipe adapted from
Alton Brown’s horseradish cream sauce)
Vegan fried tomatoes (makes 2 servings)
Ingredients





2 firm roma tomatoes or 1 large green tomato, if available



¼cup of fine
¼ground cup of

¼cup organic cornstarch mixed with 1 tsp of Cajun seasoning
¼cup of rice milk mixed with 1Tbsp flaxseed
powder and ½ tsp of Cajun seasoning (Whisk
and let sit for approx 5 minutes until the
flaxseed powder makes the liquid slightly
thicken)




organic panko bread
cornmeal crumbs mixed
(Pulse within food
processor to mix evenly)
4 Tbsp of sunflower oil for pan-frying
½tsp of Himalayan sea salt

Method
1. Slice roma¼ tomatoes into - inch rounds. Place on
a sheet of paper towel and sprinkle with ¼tsp of
salt to degorge for about 5 minutes.
2. Pat tomatoes dry with paper towel. Dip tomato rounds in cornstarch,
followed by the rice milk blend and finally into the cornmeal/panko
mixture.
3. Once all tomatoes are breaded, heat 4 Tbsp of oil in a sauté pan.
Pan-fry tomatoes on medium-low heat until golden brown, about 2
minutes per side.
4. Using a slotted spatula, place fried tomatoes on a rack to drain and
sprinkle with 1/4 tsp of salt
Simple Salad
Ingredients






1 cup of mixed greens
Reserved horseradish greens
2 tsp olive oil
pinch of pink Himalayan sea salt

Method
1. Wash and spin dry horseradish greens.
2. Chiffonade horseradish greens and combine in a large bowl with
mixed greens.
3. Toss all greens with 2 tsp of olive oil and a sprinkle of salt.
Serve with accompanied Fried Tomatoes and Horseradish
Cream Sauce

